Dear John Jay Associates members,

I am pleased to share the 2021–22 John Jay Associates Annual Report. This report highlights your generous support and commitment to Columbia College.

The John Jay Associates is a special leadership giving society for dedicated alumni, parents, students and friends. Members provide leadership-level support to all areas of the College, including funding for need-based financial aid, the Core Curriculum, opportunities beyond the classroom, programming that enhances student life and so much more. The College is a place for personal growth and deep academic inquiry because of supporters like you.

Fiscal Year 2021–22 marked the return of so many wonderful opportunities to bring our members together again. After two years, our team enjoyed reintroducing special offerings and fostering community among John Jay Associates. We look forward to seeing you at a special event soon.

Thank you for your partnership and your dedication to the College.

Sincerely,

Amber Juarez
Senior Director of Donor Relations
Columbia College
The John Jay Associates is a vibrant donor community of loyal supporters who make a difference in the lives of Columbia College students, faculty and staff.

The John Jay Associates is made up of alumni from the Classes of 1944–2022, parents of alumni and students from the Classes of 1980–2026, alumni of other schools at the University and friends. *This year, there were 2,579 John Jay Associates across all levels.*

The Dean’s Circle includes members of the John Jay Associates who gave $25,000 or more in this year — or $5,000 for alumni from the Classes of 2008–22. *This year, there were 416 Dean’s Circle members.*
There are 2,579 John Jay Associates in 46 states and territories in the U.S and 29 countries around the world!
During 2021–22, we saw the return of in-person John Jay Associates events and other exclusive offerings for members. These benefits gave members opportunities to be recognized for their generosity and to connect with fellow supporters.

**HOMECOMING — OCTOBER 16, 2021**

More than 200 John Jay Associates registered for a full schedule of events at the Baker Athletics Complex for Homecoming 2021. Members gathered for the John Jay Associates Toast, which included remarks from Dean James J. Valentini and a champagne toast. They also enjoyed complimentary tickets to take part in the Homecoming Lunch and to cheer on the Columbia Lions as they took on the Penn Quakers.

**JOHN JAY ASSOCIATES TOAST — JUNE 10, 2022**

Nearly 60 John Jay Associates joined Dean James J. Valentini at an exclusive reception to celebrate their generous support of the College. The event was hosted by James P. Gerkis CC’80, LAW’83 at Proskauer in the heart of Midtown. Members enjoyed remarks from Gerkis and Dean Valentini as well as hors d’oeuvres and a champagne toast.

Nearly 350 members claimed complimentary tickets to support the Lions at a Columbia Football or Basketball home game.

Members received a set of custom-designed Columbia College postcards.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Along with inviting students to return to campus full-time during the academic year, the College brought back many signature events, including:

- **Homecoming**, Oct 15–16, 2021
- **Class Day**, May 17, 2022
- **Commencement**, May 18, 2022
- **Reunion**, June 9–12, 2022

CLASS OF 2020 AND 2021 GRADUATION CELEBRATION
This special event on May 19, 2022, provided graduates with an opportunity to celebrate their **historic achievements** in-person.

A CELEBRATION OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE WOMEN
On June 12, 2022, the College honored the **35th anniversary** of the graduation of its first fully-coeducational class.
CORE TO COMMENCEMENT

June 30 marked the end of Core to Commencement, the College’s first campaign devoted exclusively to students and the faculty who teach them. This remarkable endeavor raised more than $750 million dollars for the Core Curriculum, need-based financial aid, faculty support, student experiences beyond the classroom and renovations for student-facing spaces across campus. Thank you for participating in the final year of this campaign.

DEAN JOSEF SORETT

In May, President Lee C. Bollinger appointed Josef Sorett to serve as dean of Columbia College and vice president of undergraduate education. He is a professor of religion and African American and African diaspora studies, chair of the Department of Religion, and director of the Center on African-American Religion, Sexual Politics and Social Justice. He received his B.S. in health and exercise science from Oral Roberts University, his M.Div. in religion and literature from Boston University, and his Ph.D. in African American studies from Harvard University.

A DECADE OF LEADERSHIP

The College celebrated Dean James J. Valentini, whose time as dean ended on June 30, with three special events throughout Spring 2022. These occasions brought together alumni, parents, faculty and staff to thank him for his service. The event at Gotham Hall raised more than $16.3 million in his honor, including gifts for the Valentini Endowment Fund for the Columbia College Journey, which supports his commitment to holistic student development by funding experiences beyond the classroom.

FINANCIAL AID INITIATIVE

The College launched the Financial Aid initiative in 2021. This effort makes fundraising for financial aid a priority and aims to raise $500 million by 2025. So far, alumni, parents and friends have given more than $282 million.

The Financial Aid initiative is part of a University-wide effort to raise $1.4 billion.
2021–22 AREAS OF SUPPORT

John Jay Associates provide essential support across Columbia College. They give to the Columbia College Fund to provide current-use dollars that meet the immediate needs of the College, and they invest in endowed funds that provide the College with long-term support for various priorities. This generosity creates a transformative education for students.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE FUND

Ninety-three percent of John Jay Associates gave to the College Fund this year, providing resources for the College’s strategic priorities. Donations to the College Fund can be unrestricted, so they can be used where they are needed most, or directed to the Core Curriculum, financial aid, internships or student life. Donors can also provide targeted support to students by directing gifts to the College Fund Scholarships:

- Black Alumni Council Scholarship
- Columbia College Pride Scholarship
- Columbia College Women Scholarship
- LAACU Scholarship
- Young Alumni Scholarship

147 John Jay Associates made a gift to a College Fund Scholarship this year.

CORE CURRICULUM

A unifying experience for all Columbians, the Core Curriculum fosters deep conversation and analysis of enduring themes in society.

FINANCIAL AID

Full-need financial aid policies help students take advantage of all that the College has to offer, regardless of their financial circumstances.

INTERNSHIPS

Stipends help students pursue transformative summer opportunities, develop valuable skills and put their academic experiences to work.

STUDENT LIFE

Programs that foster wellness and community-building are essential to the undergraduate experience.

ENDOWED SUPPORT AT THE COLLEGE

This year, more than 300 John Jay Associates made gifts to endowed funds, providing the College with a permanent source of funding for students today and in perpetuity. Members invested in more than 100 endowed scholarships and more than 20 endowments that support the Core Curriculum, entrepreneurship, internship and research opportunities, global programs and so much more.
The generosity of John Jay Associates helps Columbia College offer a transformative undergraduate experience. At the College, students are able to explore their academic interests, take advantage of meaningful opportunities and grow in a welcoming and inclusive environment.

Throughout my time at Columbia, I have been involved with many opportunities, clubs, and organizations that align with my interests in music, neuroscience and public health — including Columbia Neuroscience Society, Research Cluster on Science and Subjectivity, Columbia University Orchestra, Multicultural Recruitment Committee, Gerald E. Thomson Undergraduate Pre-medical Program, and research through the Columbia University Global Mental Health Program and at Columbia’s Zuckerman Institute.

After graduation, I hope to work in healthcare and public health to support underserved populations.

– Phalaen Chang CC’23, Los Angeles, CA

I interned at Joy School English, a startup based in Provo, UT, that creates and distributes English-learning apps and programs for students in foreign countries. What I gained from my time working there did not entirely come from learning fundamentals in computer science or programming, but from being part of a team of employees that use their individual specialties to produce a product that changes lives. It led me to a sincere interest in entrepreneurship and business leadership.

I took action on this interest by launching a small business with a friend. Our sustainable clothing business has impressively grown over the last year (3,500 sales), and I continue to run it with my partner, who is also a full-time college student. What I learned from my internship has helped me be a better worker, delegator and networker in my own business pursuits. I look forward to more opportunities to learn from others and be a leader in promoting sustainable, helpful products for the world.

– Aniston Eyre CC’24, Makawao, HI
I love the Core Curriculum. I’ve read authors and thinkers that I had only heard about, and I love learning from my classmates. I’ve had amazing professors, and they’ve worked really hard to create a space that is safe, collaborative and encouraging. I definitely believe the Core has made me a more well-rounded individual.

I hope to either become a filmmaker/screenwriter or an immigration or human rights lawyer after I graduate. I want to give back to my community.

As a first-generation, low income Latina, I want to tell our stories and make space in the mainstream for us.

– Briani Netzahuatl CC’23, Lawrenceville, GA

Knowing that Columbia would cover my expenses completely lifted a weight off of my shoulders. It is so liberating to know that I can pursue my dreams without having a financial burden nagging me every step of the way. I can give my unwavering focus to my learning and development.

I now know that I can truly pursue my passions and learn what I want to learn.

When I graduate, I hope to tell stories that count. I want to captivate, entertain, and elicit emotions. If I can connect humans through laughter, tears, and joy, then I have done my job. I want people to know that they matter and give them something that will hopefully outlive me.

– Jeremy Suh CC’24, Brookline, MA

Columbia is part of my legacy. It’s part of the reason I am the person I am today and I want to show that appreciation. It’s so important to show your gratitude, to help make more possible for the next generation and to continue to break down barriers.

– Thomas Chu CC’89, New York

Thomas, a consistent member of the John Jay Associates, joined the 1754 Society in 2019 with a planned gift to establish the Thomas K. Chu Scholarship Fund. He became a 1754 Society Ambassador in 2021 and helps educate fellow alumni about the impact they can have through gift planning.

We are grateful for the critical support that John Jay Associates provide Columbia College. Below, members describe their connection to the College and what motivates them to support our institution.
I owe so much to Columbia not only for my education, which continues to shape my thinking and values, but also for the priceless memories and friendships — the best years of my life — when the focus was truly on absorbing as much as I could in terms of learning and life experiences. I enjoy interviewing through ARC because it keeps me connected to the Columbia community (all the way from Sri Lanka!) and I enjoy meeting the driven young people of the next generation.

– Sonia Hirdaramani CC’02, Sri Lanka

Going to Columbia College opened up so many opportunities for me, by being in New York City, by connecting with many people from diverse backgrounds, and by plugging into the powerful alumni network. I want this ecosystem to continue to thrive for all our alumni and for the next generation of students.

– Lauren Dwyer CC’11, BUS’16, New York

Lauren is a dedicated supporter of Columbia College and Columbia Athletics. She is a member of the John Jay Associates and the Women’s Leadership Council, and she serves on the Columbia College Women Board and the Women’s Basketball Advisory Committee.

Sonia is a member of the John Jay Associates and an active volunteer at Columbia. She serves the College as a member of the International Advisory Board, Young Leaders Council, Class Agents and Alumni Representative Committee as well as serving on the Columbia Alumni Association Board and as a Club Leader in Sri Lanka.
Attending Columbia college was a transitional experience for me, both socially and intellectually. My freshman year exposed me to different areas of knowledge and ways to educate myself. I met and interacted with people of various expertise and backgrounds which informed the rest of my life. Especially important to my development were the classes I took and the professors I interacted with: Lawrence H. Chamberlain (later Dean Chamberlain), J. Bartlet Brebner, William Casey and C. Wright Mills. They altered my way of thinking about the world. And best of all, I met my future wife (a Barnard freshman) when I was a junior host at the freshman introductory dance.

– Mark N. Kaplan CC’51, LAW’53, New York

My four years at Columbia provided me with more than an exceptional liberal arts education. They enabled me to learn with and live among students from all over the world who, like me, valued the opportunity to study at a world-class institution in the midst of the greatest city in the world. I developed life-long relationships at Columbia, and I will always treasure my time there. My membership in the John Jay Associates is both an expression of gratitude and an attempt to share my good fortune with future generations.

– Brent M. Rosenthal CC’77, Texas

Brent has been a member of the John Jay Associates for more than 30 years. He recently served on his class’s 45th reunion committee, helping plan the in-person festivities in June.
Columbia College is proud to recognize the dedication and leadership of the John Jay Associates. Members ensure that the College can offer the very best undergraduate experience to its students.

ALUMNI

1940–49
Rudolph L. Cutino CC’49*
Robert W. Daisley CC’49
Lawrence N. Friedland CC’47, LAW’49*
Frank E. Iaquinta CC’47, PS’51, P: CC’76
Stanton L. Kreider CC’46, GSAS’48*
Irwin Nidyck CC’46, PS’48
Henry R. Shinefield CC’45, PS’48
John K. Spitznagel CC’44, PS’46, W: BC’44, NRS’47
Robert M. Steiner CC’48, DM’52

1950–59
Arne J. Aadland CC’57
Denis M. Andreuzzi CC’53
A.G. Angleberger CC’57
Peter L. Anker CC’57
George Asch CC’59
A. James Bach CC’53, BUS’52
Kamel S. Bahary CC’54
James R. Barker CC’57
Walter D. Berkowitz CC’58, P: CC’86, GSAS’90, GSAS’93, PS’93
Norman W. Bernstein CC’59, LAW’64
Joseph Berzok CC’56
William A. Billingham CC’51
Richard A. Brooks CC’53, GSAS’59, W: BC’52, GSAS’67*
F. Rick Broun CC’58, BUS’60, P: CC’95, CC’98, GSAS’01
Stephen L. Buchman CC’59, LAW’62*
Peter F. Cohn CC’58, PS’62, P: CC’93
Noel R. Corngold CC’50*
Edward Cowan CC’54, P: CC’90
Daniel B. Drachman CC’52
Stephen K. Easton CC’56, BUS’57*
Milton R. Edelin CC’54, GSAPP’57
Charles A. Ehren Jr. CC’54, LAW’56
Peter Elbott CC’53, GSAS’64
Alan B. Fendrick CC’54
Joshua Fierer CC’59
Gerald L. Fine CC’56, P: CC’83, PS’87
Bernard Friedland CC’52, SEAS’53, SEAS’57, P: CC’87
Ira Friedman CC’59, BUS’77, P: CC’88
Stanley Friedman CC’55
Carl Frischling CC’58, LAW’62, BUS’63, P: BUS’94
Marshall B. Front CC’58, LAW’59, BUS’61, P: CC’91, GSAS’93
William A. Frosh CC’53
John T. Garnjost CC’56, BUS’61

2021–22 JOHN JAY ASSOCIATES

Lawrence M. Gartner CC’54
James A. Goldstein CC’59
Eugene L. Gottfried CC’50, PS’54
Joseph P. Governali CC’56
Howard S. Gruber CC’58, P: CC’89
Aaron S. Hamburger CC’55, SEAS’56
Robert L. Hartman CC’58, SEAS’59, SEAS’61, GSAS’68
Wendell B. Hatfield CC’53, PS’56
Edward R. Heiser CC’57
Paul R. Herman CC’58, LAW’61, P: CC’97, CC’98
Arthur B. Hessinger CC’53
Donald L. Hicks CC’57
Roald Hoffmann CC’59
Louis L. Hoynes Jr. CC’57
Albert L. Huber CC’53
Frank J. Hutter CC’54, GSAS’56
Ira H. Jolles CC’59
Alan R. Kahn CC’59, P: CC’95, GS’05*
Mark N. Kaplan CC’51, LAW’53
Ralph S. Kaslick CC’56, DM’59, DM’62
Stanley Keller CC’59
W. Fred Kinsey III CC’51, GSAS’53
Bernard Kirtman CC’55
Allen D. Klein CC’59, BUS’60
Peter M. Klein CC’56, LAW’62
Richard D. Kuhn CC’55, LAW’58
John Laszlo CC’52
Donald L. Lauffer CC’55, LAW’57
Arthur S. Levine CC’58
Robert A. Levine CC’58, P: CC’91
Philip R. Liebson CC’56
Stanley B. Lubman CC’55, LAW’58, LAW’59, LAW’70
Luigi F. Lucaccini CC’59
Richard C. Ma CC’52, BUS’53, P: CC’89, BUS’84, BUS’93
S. Sidney Mandel CC’59, LAW’62
John H. Marchesi Jr. CC’53, W: BC’54
Lawrence N. Margolies CC’58, PS’62, P: CC’89, BUS’93, LAW’93
Thomas J. McAndrews CC’58
Lewis J. Mendelson CC’55, LAW’58
Irving R. Michlin CC’58
Spencer N. Miller CC’58
Michael H. Moerman CC’56*
Carlos Muñoz CC’57, GSAS’61*
Bernard W. Nussbaum CC’58, P: CC’93, BUS’02
Howard J. Orlin CC’58, BUS’59, P: CC’85
Laurence B. Orloff CC’57
Gerson R. Pakula CC’52, LAW’54
Henry L. Parsont CC’52, SEAS’53
Stephen J. Pollack CC’57
Robert A. Prendergast CC’53*
George B. Prozan CC’51, P: CC’82
Edwin Robbins CC’53, LAW’55, P: BC’82, LAW’88
Sidney S. Rosdeitcher CC’58
Jack Rosenbluth CC’52, P: CC’88, TC’96, TC’97*
Frank Safran CC’58, P: CC’97
Martin S. Saiman CC’54, LAW’55, P: PH’99*
Kenneth P. Scheffel CC’59*
Harry N. Scheiber CC’55
Bruce M. Schlein CC’59
James T. Sherwin CC’53, LAW’56, P: GSAS’92, GSAS’96, GSAS’03, LAW’03
Ralph C. Stephens CC’58, BUS’60
Ronald H. Sugarman CC’54, BUS’60
Michael J. Tannenbaum CC’59, GSAS’60, GSAS’65, P: CC’99
Arnold R. Tolkin CC’54, P: CC’79, CC’82, LAW’81
Richard Tyler CC’59

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
John A. Vassallo CC’59, LAW’62
Anthony Viscusi CC’55, GSAS’58, P: CC’85, SIPA’90, SIPA’91
Ralph B. Wagner CC’55, BUS’58
Richard C. Wald CC’52, GSAS’53, P: CC’87
Robert B. Wallace CC’53, PSI’57*
William B. Wallace III CC’52
Eli Weinberg CC’58, BUS’59
Mark A. Weiss CC’58, P: CC’88
Richard Wiener CC’51
Steven Wolfson CC’59
Ralph W. Wyndrum Jr. CC’59, SEAS’59, BUS’78
Leo E. Zickler CC’58
Seymour M. Zivan CC’56, SEAS’58, SEAS’59
Anonymous (2)

1960–69
Michael A. Agelasto II CC’69
Ross D. Ain CC’68, LAW’71, P: CC’01, LAW’05, SoA’14
David M. Alpern CC’63
Paul R. Alter CC’62
Mark L. Amsterdam CC’66, LAW’69, P: CC’07, CC’10, GSAS’12, LAW’13
Doug C. Anderson CC’63
Joseph A. Applebaum CC’63
Jack C. Auspitz CC’64
Edwin Auzenbergs CC’61, SEAS’63, BUS’64
Bruce A. Baiter CC’63
Alphonse J. Baluta CC’68
Stephen E. Barcan CC’63
Jorge L. Batista CC’64
Richard G. Beggs CC’66
Gerald M. Berkowitz CC’63, GSAS’64*
George L. Bernstein CC’68*

Charles D. Bethill CC’69, GSAS’73, SIPA’73, LAW’74
Henry R. Black CC’63
Barry H. Bley CC’64
Stephen M. Blitz CC’62, SEAS’63
Peter N. Bogdan CC’60
David G. Borenstein CC’69, P: CC’04
Eric J. Branman CC’69, P: CC’06, CC’09
Paul J. Brantingham CC’65, LAW’68
John M. Braver CC’66*
Stuart Bregman CC’60
Neil H. Brenner CC’60
Allen H. Brill CC’65, BUS’68, LAW’68
Edward J. Britt CC’68
Peter W. Broido CC’63
Paul A. Brooke CC’67, GSAS’72
James V. Bruni CC’62
Pete Buscemi CC’69, LAW’76*
Fernando J. Camacho CC’69, P: CC’08
Peter C. Canellos CC’64, LAW’67, P: CC’96*
Charles R. Cantor CC’63
Stephen H. Case CC’64, LAW’68, P: CC’92, BUS’02
Rocco D. Cassone CC’69
Michael T. Tarnay CC’62
William W. Chin CC’68
John J. Cirigliano CC’64*
Steven A. Clifford CC’64, P: CC’98
Stephen R. Clinburg CC’63, P: CC’88
Allen H. Collins CC’64, PH’74
Robert R. Costa CC’67, BUS’69, P: CC’12
Francis W. Costello CC’68, LAW’73*
Robert F. Covelli CC’67, BUS’68, P: CC’99
Salim S. Dallal CC’62, BUS’63, P: CC’89, GSAS’91, GSAS’93, GSAS’97
Jan de Vries CC’65

Jurrien Dean CC’69, PS’73, P: CC’99*
Clifford P. Dobrin CC’67
Leigh C. Dolin CC’67
David L. Dorenbeld CC’67
Elliott N. Dorff CC’65, GSAS’71, P: CC’89, SW’97
Gerald P. Dwyer CC’63
Paul C. Eklof CC’64
Henry W. Faye CC’67, BUS’70, P: CC’99
Eben I. Feinstein CC’66
Paul D. Feldman CC’60, GSAS’64, P: CC’87, CC’90
Alan H. Fenton Jr. CC’65, P: CC’97
Stephen A. Ferriss CC’67, SIPA’69
Andrew O. Feuerstein CC’60
David H. Fields CC’67, P: CC’96, SEAS’97
Michael Fishbein CC’63
Joseph A. Fisher III CC’63
John E. Fogarty CC’69
John P. Ford CC’68, PS’74
Anthony N. Frangola CC’66*
Arthur L. Frank CC’64
Howard L. Freese CC’63, GS’67
Robert L. Friedman CC’64*
Stanley N. Futterman CC’61, P: CC’89, JRN’95
John T. Garman CC’62, BUS’67
Michael T. Gengler CC’66
James E. George CC’66
Frank A. Giargiana Jr. CC’62, PS’66
Jeffrey L. Glassroth CC’69
Keith Glickensen CC’66, P: CC’98, BUS’01, SIPA’04
Jerry I. Gliklich CC’69, PS’75, P: BUS’14
Lawrence E. Goldschmidt CC’64, LAW’67, P: SW’95, LAW’99, SIPA’04*
Lawrence Gould CC’60

William Grossman CC’61
Arthur A. Guffanti CC’67, GSAS’74, GSAS’75
Peter Gyenes CC’67, BUS’70
Michael S. Haggag CC’68
David R. Halperin CC’65*
Stuart W. Hankins CC’66
Lowell G. Harris CC’68, LAW’71, P: CC’99
Thomas J. Harrold Jr. CC’66*
Christopher J. Hartzell CC’67
Robert M. Heller CC’63, LAW’66
William L. Henrich CC’68, P: CC’97
Jeffrey W. Herrmann CC’67, GSAS’68
David I. Hirsch CC’61
Herbert A. Hochman CC’66
Stephen D. Hoffman CC’65, P: CC’92, CC’95, GSAS’98
Lawrence D. Horowitz CC’62, LAW’65
William R. Host CC’60, BUS’92, PH’96, P: CC’86, CC’89, BUS’94
Clark F. Hoyt CC’64
Martin G. Isserlis CC’64
Earl F. Jones Jr. CC’66, LAW’69
Thomas A. Jorgensen CC’64, P: CC’94
Sidney P. Kadish CC’63, P: CC’96, CC’06*
Michael W. Kamen CC’66, P: CC’01*
Martin S. Kaplan CC’61, P: CC’89, CC’94, CC’98, CC’08, LAW’94
Myron L. Kaplan CC’66
Doug Kendall Jr. CC’61, SEAS’61
Clifford R. Kern CC’67
Melvyn H. Klein CC’62
Lawrence W. Koblenz CC’69, GSAS’95, GSAS’96, GSAS’98, GSAS’13
Richard E. Kobrin CC’62
Ross C. Kory Jr. CC’69, P: CC’01
Jonathan E. Kranz CC’65
Robert A. Krouley CC’65

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
Peter D. McCann CC’75, PS’80
Paul C. McCormick CC’78, PS’82, PS’89,
PH’00, P: CC’10, CC’14, CC’22, GS’12,
GS’16, PS’16, PS’20*
Kevin M. McCoy CC’76
Dario McDonald CC’79
Craig A. McPherson CC’72
David A. Melnick CC’74, PS’78, P: CC’03
Elliott Meyerowitz CC’73
James H. Miller III CC’70
Jonathan I. Mishkin CC’79
Frank Motley CC’70, LAW’74
Thomas J. Motley CC’76
Douglas R. Murphy-Chutorian CC’76, PS’80
Dowell Myers CC’72
Mark S. Nachamie CC’76
Denis S. Neuhut CC’70, PS’74, P: CC’03,
CC’05, PS’07
Edward M. Newman CC’78, GSAS’80
Philip G. Nord CC’71, GSAS’74, GSAS’76,
GSAS’82, P: CC’04
Neil R. O’Hanlon CC’72, LAW’75, P: CC’04,
CC’17
Finbarr J. O’Neill CC’73, P: CC’06
Gregory J. Palermo CC’72
Frank A. Palmeri CC’74, GSAS’75, GSAS’76,
GSAS’81
Rafael P. Pastor CC’72
James Periconi CC’70, P: CC’02
Stephen G. Peterson CC’70
Dominic A. Pettito CC’77, P: CC’13
Richard E. Polton CC’70
Gary A. Szakmary CC’72, P: CC’04
Mark R. Thall CC’70
Ernest B. Thompson CC’71
Mozelle W. Thompson CC’76, SiPA’79,
LAW’81*
Richard J. Troiano CC’73, SEAS’82
Benjamin H. Tsang CC’76, P: SEAS’10
Francis M. Tsao CC’79
Raymond J. Vastola CC’73, P: CC’07
Edward H. Vazquez CC’74
Michael V. Vitiello CC’73
Edward C. Wallace Jr. CC’71, P: CC’12,
CC’14
Andrew Wang CC’74
Irwin H. Warren CC’71, LAW’74*
Carl R. Weinberg CC’73, GSAS’74
Allen L. Weingarten CC’76
Jonathan M. Weisgall CC’70, P: CC’04,
CC’07, SOA’09, BUS’13
Kenneth E. Wile CC’77, P: CC’08
James R. Wilentz CC’72
Robert R. Wisdom CC’76
Richard E. Witten CC’75, P: CC’10,
BUS’15, LAW’15
Edward Wolf CC’76, P: CC’14
Neal L. Wolkoff CC’77, P: DM’18, BUS’22
Kenneth B. Wright Jr. CC’74*
Anonymous* (3)
Anonymous

1980–89
Jonathan C. Abbott CC’84
Steven R. Abrahamson CC’87
Dawn S. Adelson CC’88
Carol C. Amiran CC’86
Stephen D. Amitay CC’87, P: CC’24
George A. Anagnos CC’80, P: CC’18,
CC’22
Gary A. Szakmary CC’72, P: CC’04
Mark R. Thall CC’70
Ernest B. Thompson CC’71
Mozelle W. Thompson CC’76, SiPA’79,
LAW’81*
Richard J. Troiano CC’73, SEAS’82
Benjamin H. Tsang CC’76, P: SEAS’10
Francis M. Tsao CC’79
Raymond J. Vastola CC’73, P: CC’07
Edward H. Vazquez CC’74
Michael V. Vitiello CC’73
Edward C. Wallace Jr. CC’71, P: CC’12,
CC’14
Andrew Wang CC’74
Irwin H. Warren CC’71, LAW’74*
Carl R. Weinberg CC’73, GSAS’74
Allen L. Weingarten CC’76
Jonathan M. Weisgall CC’70, P: CC’04,
CC’07, SOA’09, BUS’13
Kenneth E. Wile CC’77, P: CC’08
James R. Wilentz CC’72
Robert R. Wisdom CC’76
Richard E. Witten CC’75, P: CC’10,
BUS’15, LAW’15
Edward Wolf CC’76, P: CC’14
Neal L. Wolkoff CC’77, P: DM’18, BUS’22
Kenneth B. Wright Jr. CC’74*
Anonymous* (3)
Anonymous

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates

Michael Argenziano CC’88, PS’92, P: CC’18,
CC’20, PS’23*
Andrew S. Ascher CC’84
Nadeem Babar CC’87, SEAS’87, P: CC’22
John D. Balian CC’85, P: CC’23
David E. Bank CC’84, PS’88
David B. Barry CC’87, P: CC’17*
Michael I. Barry CC’89, P: CC’21*
Andrew F. Barth CC’83, BUS’85, P: CC’16,
BUS’23
John C. Basile CC’84
Philip J. Berkowitz CC’88, LAW’88,
P: CC’23
Jonathan D. Bram CC’87, P: CC’14,
CC’17*
Larry J. Braverman CC’82, LAW’86
James Brett CC’84, BUS’90, P: CC’18,
CC’21, CC’26*
Patricia Brett CC’87, P: CC’18, CC’21,
CC’26*
Michael C. Brown Sr. CC’80, P: CC’06
Peter J. Butkiewicz CC’85
Monica C. Byrne-Jimenez CC’88, TC’03
Joseph A. Cabrera CC’82
Anthony V. Calenda CC’88
Lisa L. Carnoy CC’89, P: CC’26*
Sara Carpenter CC’87
Michael F. Cautillo CC’85
James Chungwoo Kim CC’80
Sean P. Clerkin CC’80, P: CC’09

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steven E. Coleman</td>
<td>CC’83, P: CC’15, CC’20, BUS’22*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P. Connor</td>
<td>CC’89*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Corcoran</td>
<td>CC’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Costagliola</td>
<td>CC’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony W. Cresap</td>
<td>CC’86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George L. Curtis</td>
<td>CC’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert H. Davis Jr.</td>
<td>CC’83, GSAS’87, SIPA’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine T. Dawson</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard F. Dawson</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro C. de Azambuja</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher V. Della Pietra</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan X. DeSouza</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick J. DeSouza</td>
<td>CC’80, P: CC’20, CC’23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William P. Donovan Jr.</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore A. Downes-LeGuin</td>
<td>CC’86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne Drew</td>
<td>CC’89, GSAS’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott K. Edwards</td>
<td>CC’86, P: SEAS’22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell S. Eitel</td>
<td>CC’84, LAW’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles F. Emery</td>
<td>CC’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Enriquez-Wornow</td>
<td>CC’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Estilo Kaisier</td>
<td>CC’87, PH’92, PS’97, P: CC’20, CC’25*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Etra</td>
<td>CC’88, LAW’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meir Feder</td>
<td>CC’86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale M. Fergang</td>
<td>CC’87, SEAS’88*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric G. Fifer</td>
<td>CC’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Fisher</td>
<td>CC’80, BUS’96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Freilich</td>
<td>CC’87, P: CC’22, CC’26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Fried</td>
<td>CC’88, P: CC’24, CC’26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine A. Froman</td>
<td>CC’88*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Fudge R yan</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce N. Furukawa</td>
<td>CC’87, P: CC’25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel P. Futterman</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel G. Gallagher</td>
<td>CC’80, LAW’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S. Gelber</td>
<td>CC’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Gelles</td>
<td>CC’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David J. Gerber</td>
<td>CC’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James P. Gerks</td>
<td>CC’80, LAW’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul D. Getzels</td>
<td>CC’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Gilman</td>
<td>CC’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Gittess Brodsky</td>
<td>CC’23, CC’25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David J. Glass</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham A. Glazer</td>
<td>CC’88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas H. Glocer</td>
<td>CC’81*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric S. Goldstein</td>
<td>CC’80, P: CC’15, CC’18, CC’25, BC’19, BUS’20*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James C. Gorton</td>
<td>CC’84, P: CC’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander M. Gorup</td>
<td>CC’88, P: CC’24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael I. Gottdenker</td>
<td>CC’86, P: CC’20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldridge F. Gray</td>
<td>CC’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel H. Halberstam</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Hall</td>
<td>CC’84, SEAS’85, P: SEAS’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinduk Han</td>
<td>CC’85, P: CC’17, CC’20, JRN’20*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James D. Hannon</td>
<td>CC’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homer C. Hill</td>
<td>CC’88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip L. Hirschhorn</td>
<td>CC’84, P: CC’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Ho</td>
<td>CC’83, P: CC’17*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra H. Hoffen</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda M. Holland Greene</td>
<td>CC’89, TC’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divonne M. Holmes à Court</td>
<td>CC’87*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel J. Horwitz</td>
<td>CC’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott M. Huntsman</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari C. Hyman</td>
<td>CC’88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobuhisa Ishizuka</td>
<td>CC’82, LAW’86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lionel B. Ivashkiv</td>
<td>CC’80, P: CC’18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward M. Joyce</td>
<td>CC’83, P: CC’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen M. Kane</td>
<td>CC’80, LAW’83, P: CC’08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Kang</td>
<td>CC’88, LAW’91*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjay Kantu</td>
<td>CC’84, SPS’22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert B. Kaplan</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia M. Katayama</td>
<td>CC’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey L. Kateman</td>
<td>CC’89, LAW’92, P: CC’19, CC’21, LAW’22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie F. Katz-Rothman</td>
<td>CC’88, P: CC’26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Kazis</td>
<td>CC’88, BUS’93*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Keller</td>
<td>CC’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark L. Kerman</td>
<td>CC’82, SEAS’83, BUS’87, P: CC’18, CC’21, SIPA’22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojdeh L. Khaghan</td>
<td>CC’88, LAW’91, P: CC’17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han Kim</td>
<td>CC’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jung Bum Kim</td>
<td>CC’86, P: CC’16, CC’24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Kim</td>
<td>CC’87, P: CC’22, CC’25*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. King</td>
<td>CC’81, GSAPP’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen D. Klein</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard M. Kleinman</td>
<td>CC’84, P: CC’18, CC’23*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam M. Klotz</td>
<td>CC’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Kodmani</td>
<td>CC’89, P: CC’23, CC’26*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel S. Kotcher</td>
<td>CC’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kovelman</td>
<td>CC’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian R. Kainer</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Kreynin</td>
<td>CC’86, GSAS’88, LAW’90, P: CC’25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Krisberg</td>
<td>CC’81, LAW’84, P: CC’18, CC’22*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward M. Krishok</td>
<td>CC’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron D. Kugelmass</td>
<td>CC’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Louis Lautin</td>
<td>CC’85, PS’89, P: CC’20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan S. Lavine</td>
<td>CC’88, P: CC’16, CC’18*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Leahy</td>
<td>CC’80, P: CC’13, BUS’19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lee</td>
<td>CC’84, P: CC’22*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas P. Leone</td>
<td>CC’88, P: CC’19, CC’22, CC’24*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul D. Lerner</td>
<td>CC’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory C. Levine</td>
<td>CC’83, GSAS’87, GSAS’89, GSAS’90, P: CC’23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Lin</td>
<td>CC’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
Matthew J. Nelson CC’86, P: CC’24
Jodi L. Oh CC’88
Paul I. Oh CC’82
Souren G. Ouzounian CC’89*
Donna M. Pacicca CC’87
Rafael E. Padilla CC’80, P: CC’17
Victor Arthur Pardi CC’86, DM’90, DM’92*
Tai H. Park CC’83, P: CC’25*
William R. Parsons CC’87
David S. Patchefsky CC’88, P: CC’25
Randy T. Pearce CC’82
Luis R. Penalver CC’89*
Cary Pfeffer CC’84
Jonathan K. Pollack CC’87
Roy W. Pomerantz CC’83, P: CC’26
David M. Poppe CC’86
Christian P. Porwoll CC’89*
Margaret A. Priestley CC’88
David S. Schmidtberger CC’82, LAW’85, P: CC’24, SEAS’22*
Jeffrey A. Udel CC’89
James J. Uebbing CC’82, SOA’96
Nilesh P. Undavila CC’88*
John Vassos CC’82
Gordon W. Washburn CC’82, BUS’99
Romina F. Weiss CC’88, P: CC’26
Thomas C. Wheeler CC’85
Jonathan D. White CC’85, LAW’88, P: CC’14
George Wilson CC’83, GSAPP’86
David A. Winter CC’89, P: CC’26
Betsy J. Witten CC’88, LAW’92
Douglas R. Wolf CC’88, P: CC’21, CC’24*
George D. Yancopoulos CC’80, GSAS’85, GSAS’86, PS’87, P: CC’16, JRN’23, LAW’23
Jane Y. Yang CC’88
Christina Ying CC’89
Raymond H. Yu CC’89, SEAS’90, P: CC’21, CC’23, CC’25*
Anonymous* (2)
Anonymous* (2)

1990–99
Justin D. Abelow CC’90, LAW’95
Jay A. Adya CC’98, BUS’05
Christopher G. Alexander CC’90
Raymond K. Amanquah CC’94
Caroline E. Andersen CC’90
Kathleen A. Andrews CC’93, BUS’97
Jennifer Anglade Dahlberg CC’93, P: CC’23
James V. Anthony CC’97
Jennifer W. Aronson CC’96, GSAS’00
June Boonyasai Lehv CC’95, DM’00, DM’02, P: CC’25
Tina Bose CC’90
Joseph K. Brady CC’92, BUS’97
Anna E. Brockway CC’92, P: CC’26
Andy A. Brooks CC’96
Richard B. Brosnick CC’92
Kelley Buechel Badishkanian CC’98, BUS’08
Kevin A. Burke CC’91, LAW’95
James E. Burston CC’91, BUS’94
Bennett W. Cale CC’90
John A. Callaghan CC’93
Lynne E. Callahan CC’92
Michael A. Camacho CC’91, P: CC’23* Behar Cami CC’91
Lissette Camilo CC’98
Andrew Ceresney CC’93
Jamia A. Cesaretti CC’93, P: CC’25
Jonathan M. Cesaretti CC’93
Mathew J. Cestar CC’93*

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
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Raymond Chan CC'95
Brian M. Chang CC'93
Elena P. Chang CC'97
Michael P. Chavira CC'95
Candice S. Chen CC'97, PS'02
Dehua Chen CC'90
Irene H. Chen CC'93
Edgar Cheng CC'94
Mi Yong Cho CC'97, BUS'03
Craig L. Chodash CC'90
Germaine Choe CC'95*
Stephen H. Choe CC'95
Claudia P. Choi CC'96, SIPA'98
Henry Choi CC'94
Gotham Chopra CC'97
Nihara K. Choudhri CC'96, LAW'99, P: CC'25
Thomas Chow CC'94, BUS'99, P: CC'24
Kei W. Chua CC'95
Raymond P. Chung CC'95, BUS'05
Suzanne Greenstein Vogel CC'99*
Christine L. Gregg CC'93
Raphael S. Gruenschlag CC'94, SIPA'95
Alicia D. Guevara CC'94
Christopher J. Gwiazda CC'96
Jason E. Halper CC'97
George A. Hassan Jr. CC'93, P: CC'26
Julie C. Hassan CC'93, P: CC'26
Peter A. Hatch CC'92*
Gail D. Hatch CC'92*
Anna R. Hemnes CC'95
John C. Hemphill CC'97
Brooks Herman CC'98
Joanna E. Herman CC'98
Steve G. Heroux CC'91
Erole M. Hobdy CC'94, PS'98
Dane E. Holmes CC'92
Catherine Holst Grimm CC'96, LAW'02
Chian H. Hong CC'94
Nina L. Hong CC'93, LAW'96
Paul Hong CC'91, LAW'95*
Robert C.Hora CC'99
Douglas S. Horowitz CC'97*
Emily N. Hu CC'95, PS'00
John J. Huber II CC'93
Alvin Y. Hung CC'97*
Theodora Hunter CC'91
Alina R. Huro CC'96
Chin Hur CC'90
Erin Z. Hussein CC'92, LAW'95
Christopher A. Hutmaker CC'94
Britta W. Jacobson CC'96
Robert A. Jacobson CC'96*
Dale W. Jacobson CC'90, SOA'22*
Suzanne Greenstein Vogel CC'99*
Christine L. Gregg CC'93
Raphael S. Gruenschlag CC'94, SIPA'95
Alicia D. Guevara CC'94
Christopher J. Gwiazda CC'96
Jason E. Halper CC'97
George A. Hassan Jr. CC'93, P: CC'26
Julie C. Hassan CC'93, P: CC'26
Peter A. Hatch CC'92*
Gail D. Hatch CC'92*
Anna R. Hemnes CC'95
John C. Hemphill CC'97
Brooks Herman CC'98
Joanna E. Herman CC'98
Steve G. Heroux CC'91
Erole M. Hobdy CC'94, PS'98
Dane E. Holmes CC'92
Catherine Holst Grimm CC'96, LAW'02
Chian H. Hong CC'94
Nina L. Hong CC'93, LAW'96
Paul Hong CC'91, LAW'95*
Robert C.Hora CC'99
Douglas S. Horowitz CC'97*
Emily N. Hu CC'95, PS'00
John J. Huber II CC'93
Alvin Y. Hung CC'97*
Theodora Hunter CC'91
Alina R. Huro CC'96
Chin Hur CC'90
Erin Z. Hussein CC'92, LAW'95
Christopher A. Hutmaker CC'94
Britta W. Jacobson CC'96*
David A. Javdan CC'90*
Amanda K. Kehrer CC'95
Chiori Kaneko CC'94
Michael B. Kanner CC'90, P: SEAS'23
Fay Kastrinos CC'95*
Gail D. Katz CC'97*
David H. Kawamura CC'99
Jean L. Kelly CC'94
Kristine Kennedy CC'91, LAW'94, P: CC'24, CC'25*
Katrina M. Kerkering CC'93*
Albert H. Kim CC'99*
Arnold W. Kim CC'98, BUS'06
Arthur D. Kim CC'95, P: CC'23*
Sang Kim CC'92, P: CC'25, CC'26*
Sungmee Kim CC'97
Mason R. Kirby CC'94
Thomas R. Kitt CC'96
Penny W. Kline CC'91, LAW'97
Naomi Kobayashi CC'90
Peter J. Koh CC'99
Jeni L. Koh CC'91
James D. Kozmor CC'90
Nicholas Kukrika CC'96
Laura P. Kung CC'99, BUS'06
Robert Kunzweiler CC'97
Jacob H. Kupietzky CC'99, SIPA'00
Patricia L. Labrada CC'91, P: CC'23*
Christine W. Lai CC'95
Chun Lam CC'92, PS'96
Grace Lang CC'93*
Gregory H. Lang CC'93*
Mike Latham CC'97, GSAPP'00
Joe F. Lau CC'96
Benjamin M. Lawsky CC'92, LAW'95
Hugh J. Lawson CC'91*
Alice Y. Lee CC'93, LAW'08
Danielle M. Lee CC'97, BUS'04
David J. Lee CC'96*
Karen Lee CC'92
Michael Lee CC'96*
Sunhee Lee CC'90*
Yi-Horng Lee CC'91
Spencer A. Lehv CC'95, LAW'99, P: CC'25
Christoph H. Westphal CC’90, P: CC’23*
Gabriel R. Wilson CC’93
Phillip P. Winiecki CC’94
Edward J. Wladis CC’97
Robert S. Woldenberg CC’93, P: CC’26
Eric J. Wolf CC’97, PS’02*
Sherri P. Wolf CC’90, P: CC’21, CC’24*
Daniel L. Wolven CC’99
Anthony C. Wong CC’94
Johnny Wu CC’94, BUS’02, P: CC’26
Roger Wu CC’97
Victor C. Wykoff CC’92
Heidi H. Yang CC’93
Ying H. Yen CC’95
Philson S. Yim CC’99
Kani O. Yo CC’99
Suk J. Yoon CC’93*
Christopher T. Young CC’90
Mary L. Zamore CC’91
Ross Zeltser CC’97
Nina Zipser CC’94*
Anonymous* (6)
Anonymous (3)

2000–07
Prisca Bae CC’00
Michael A. Accordino CC’07
Christina L. Alexander CC’01, SW’08
Eric M. Allbin CC’01
Alisa Amarosa Wood CC’01, BUS’08*
Noa Arias CC’01
Matthew K. Arrieta-Joy CC’03
Rebecca N. Balaynsky CC’01
Shampa S. Bari CC’02, SEAS’02
Jennifer M. Baskin CC’03
Diana Benton Schechter CC’05
Katie D. Benvenuto CC’03, BUS’12
Elizabeth S. Berkowitz CC’06, GSAS’10
Guillaume M. Bich CC’05
William Bocra Jr. CC’00, SEAS’99, LAW’03
Francesca Bodini CC’06, BUS’09*
Elizabeth Boylan Byington CC’00
Charles F. Britton CC’05
Michael Brown CC’06
Christian X. Capasso CC’07, BUS’14
Cynthia Chen CC’04, GSAS’14
Stephanie H. Chin CC’06
D.W. Choi CC’06
Akhil Chopra CC’01
Debra C. Chow CC’01
Sean R. Connor CC’05
Carlos A. Cuevas CC’05, SIPA’12, PH’12*
Tami J. Deeb CC’02
Camille W. DeLaite CC’01
Ravi R. Desai CC’05
Luke A. Donatelli CC’04
Zecki A. Dossal CC’02, BUS’13
Morris S. Doueck CC’03
Samantha Feingold-Criss CC’07
Loulie L. Fisher CC’02
Kevin G. Galligan CC’05
Brendan F. Gleason CC’07
Jesse W. Golomb CC’02
Thomas E. Gorman CC’04
Matthew C. Grossman CC’05, GSAS’07
Robert D. Gutmann CC’05*
Halle G. Hammond CC’06
Ken M. Harada CC’05
Damon S. Harjanto CC’01
Keith Hernandez CC’07
Sonia Hirdaramani CC’02
Robert I. Hoffman CC’00
Adria C. Hou CC’02
Jennifer S. Hsia CC’06
Scott R. Hunter CC’03
Joshua F. Hurvitz CC’03
Nugzari A. Jakobishvili CC’00
Ian A. Jay CC’05, LAW’11
Mallory A. Jensen CC’05, LAW’12
Arvind S. Kadasa CC’07
Efrem J. Kamen CC’01*
Peter Kang CC’05
Jonathan T. Keehner CC’00
Cassius M. Kim CC’02
James A. Kincade CC’05
Michelle A. Klein CC’02
Jiwon Jamie Hur Koh CC’00
Scott H. Koonin CC’02
Spencer I. Kozinn CC’01, GS’03
David L. Krohn CC’05
Michael C. Larsen CC’01, PS’05
Andrew Z. Lebwohl CC’04, LAW’07
Alex Lee CC’01
David P. Lee CC’07
John K. Lee CC’00
Melanie L. Lee CC’05
Nyssa M. Lee CC’03
Phyllis Lee CC’05
Gregory T. Lembrich CC’00, LAW’03
Daniel D. Levin CC’00
Isabelle C. Levy CC’05
Ashley E. Lewis Hunter CC’04
Brigette B. Libby CC’04
Andrew D. Lorber CC’04, SIPA’08
Stephanie Y. Lung CC’04
Aaron M. Maczoszin CC’06
David A. Matteini CC’01, BUS’08
Cyrus A. Modanlou CC’00
Audrey Y. Mohan CC’01*
Vijay Mohan CC’01*
Janice Mok Ince CC’01
Robert B. Mosher CC’04
Solomon Moskevich CC’04
Daniel S. Moss CC’03
Heather Moylan Meyerdink CC’06
Alisa I. Nakamine CC’06
Rachel E. Neuhaus CC’03, PS’07
Daryl W. Ng CC’01, GSAPP’10*
Andrew T. O’Connor CC’07*
Alec O’Doherty CC’03
Maja K. Orekar CC’00, GSAPP’06
Abhilash G. Patel CC’01
Aurele D. Pelaia CC’02
Francisco R. Perez CC’01
Matthew J. Pierce CC’03, GS’07
Caitlin Prendergast Brodie CC’06
Christina F. Pullo Dalooa CC’00
Azhar Quader CC’02, BUS’12
Jenny Y. Raj CC’00
Amy Y. Reisenberg CC’01
Yong-Kyoo Rim CC’00*
W. Garner Robinson CC’05
Seth R. Rosenfeld CC’06
Adam A. Rozencwajg CC’06
Max Saffian CC’02
Rohan Saikia CC’04
Omer S. Salamat CC’01
Zachary S. Schiller CC’01
Laura T. Schmaidt CC’06
David S. Schor CC’07
Michelle D. Schwartz CC’03
Lisa H. Scolnik CC’06, BUS’12
Daniel J. Shapiro CC’07
Miriam A. Steinbein CC’02
David L. Simons CC’06
Michael M. Sin CC’05
Winston H. Song CC’03
Colin D. Speaker CC’04
Kai A. Szakmary CC’04
Usman Tahir CC’01
Tao Tan CC’07, BUS’11
JoBeth Tananbaum Abecassiss CC’07

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
Genevieve M. Thornton CC’02, BUS’09
Marc Tobak CC’05
David Toledano CC’05
Melissa M. Tominc CC’02
Christopher J. Totman CC’00
Kristin C. Turza CC’02
Melissa M. Tominac CC’02
Christopher J. Totman CC’00
Kristin C. Turza CC’02
Lynn A. Vande Stouwe CC’04
Niketh V. Velamoor CC’01
Rolando C. Villanueva CC’00
Daniel S. Vogel CC’00*
Karl A. Ward CC’01
Jillian E. White CC’02
Courtney L. Wilkins CC’07
Charlotte Will CC’03
Gregory S. Winchell CC’06
Maria S. Wong CC’03
Alastair Wood CC’01*
Lauren Accordino CC’09*
Zila R. Acosta-Grimes CC’11, LAW’15
Shreya Agarwal CC’12
Matthew L. Amsterdam CC’10, LAW’13*
Thomas M. Brosens CC’11
Tiffany N. Bryant CC’08*
Megan Carley CC’12
Jason Miller CC’11
Nettra Pan CC’12
Preston M. Pohl CC’09*
Alexander S. Powell CC’12
Sumana Rao CC’08*
Shaun A. Rowatt CC’09*
David P. Salant CC’10
Ali N. Shafei CC’10
Michael D. Sockin CC’08, SEAS’07*
Nicholas J. Standish CC’11
Matthew A. Stotler CC’11
Alice R. Sturm CC’10, SPS’21
Jason Sun CC’12
Max W. Taffel CC’08*
Emily C. Tamkin CC’12
Brandon C. Thompson CC’12
Paul H. Tietz Jr. CC’08*
Lucas J. Timberlake CC’10
Michael I. Topol CC’10, LAW’21*
Michael Vitrano CC’12
Luiza von Mutius CC’08*
Joshua S. Wan CC’11, LAW’16
Cecilia C. Wang CC’09, LAW’12
Paul R. Wang CC’12
Scott Shu Wang CC’10*
Joshua A. Williams CC’10
Geoffrey S. Winchell CC’10
Fan Wu CC’12
Sue Yang CC’10
Feifei Zheng CC’09*
Anonymous*
Anonymous
Anonymous (7)

**YOUNG ALUMNI**

2008–12

Lauren Accordino CC’09*
Zila R. Acosta-Grimes CC’11, LAW’15
Shreya Agarwal CC’12
Matthew L. Amsterdam CC’10, LAW’13*
Thomas M. Brosens CC’11
Tiffany N. Bryant CC’08*
Megan Carley CC’12
Anne C. Cataldo CC’08*

Jacob Miller CC’11
Nettra Pan CC’12
Preston M. Pohl CC’09*
Alexander S. Powell CC’12
Sumana Rao CC’08*
Shaun A. Rowatt CC’09*
David P. Salant CC’10
Ali N. Shafei CC’10
Michael D. Sockin CC’08, SEAS’07*
Nicholas J. Standish CC’11
Matthew A. Stotler CC’11
Alice R. Sturm CC’10, SPS’21
Jason Sun CC’12
Max W. Taffel CC’08*
Emily C. Tamkin CC’12
Brandon C. Thompson CC’12
Paul H. Tietz Jr. CC’08*
Lucas J. Timberlake CC’10
Michael I. Topol CC’10, LAW’21*
Michael Vitrano CC’12
Luiza von Mutius CC’08*
Joshua S. Wan CC’11, LAW’16
Cecilia C. Wang CC’09, LAW’12
Paul R. Wang CC’12
Scott Shu Wang CC’10*
Joshua A. Williams CC’10
Geoffrey S. Winchell CC’10
Fan Wu CC’12
Sue Yang CC’10
Feifei Zheng CC’09*
Anonymous*
Anonymous

2013–17

Tala T. Akhavan CC’13
Robert C. Baldwin CC’15
Aram S. Balian CC’16
Jeremy E. Banon CC’13

Olivia R. Barry CC’17
Peter Batesko IV CC’13
Matthew D. Bocci CC’13
Nathan S. Bram CC’14
Daniel Brovman CC’16
Theodore R. Buchsbaum CC’14
Suzanne B. Byowitz CC’13
Kevin Choi CC’17
Christopher S. Chu CC’17
Brian Chung CC’16
Sarah R. Coleman CC’15, BUS’22
Leigh E. Colvin CC’14, TC’18, TC’19
Elyse L. Cox CC’16
Ethan Danial CC’17
Elizabeth M. DeLuise CC’14
Alexander R. Donnelly CC’14
Lexie Elgart CC’16
Michael A. Exter CC’14, BUS’23
Cindy Fan CC’13
Teddy Finkelstein CC’17
Thomas E. Flynn CC’15
Zuzanna Z. Fuchs CC’13
Adriana C. Garcia Ceja CC’13
Andrew T. Glicklich CC’14
Austin T. Glover CC’14
Aryeh M. Goldstein CC’15, BUS’20
Ben Y. Gong CC’15
Erin O. Gun CC’15
Noor S. Habboosh CC’14
Eric S. Han CC’13
Andrew Heinrich CC’13
Marc W. Heinrich CC’16
Karen B. Hime CC’14
Katherine G. Howitt CC’13
Terry T. Huang CC’17, LAW’20
Raph Hubbard CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Susan Joyce CC’13

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
Justin A. Kahn CC’13
Jacqueline Karsh CC’13, JRN’14
Venkat K. Kausik CC’13
John B. Kenney CC’13, LAW’16
Sabrina I. Korman CC’14
Ben S. Kremnitzer CC’17
James A. Lake CC’13
Sunho Lee CC’13
Ivan A. Leniski CC’16
Xiaoxu Li CC’13
Douglas S. Lopez CC’14
Michael T. Ouimette CC’16
Alia Padilla CC’17
Sunho Lee CC’13
Ivan A. Leniski CC’16
Xiaoxu Li CC’13
Douglas S. Lopez CC’14
Michael T. Ouimette CC’16
Alia Padilla CC’17
Maya V. Pandit CC’17, PH’19
Adam Pencz CC’13
Mark A. Pietrogiacomo CC’17
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Julian U. Richardson CC’14, BUS’21, SIPA’21
Olivia C. Santoro CC’13, BUS’20
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13
Dara M. Shapiro CC’14
Annie Y. Shi CC’15
Helena Shi CC’17
Angela M. Singh CC’16, SEAS’18
Scarlett Tohme CC’14
Vicky Y. Tong CC’15, GM’16
Olivia Rose M. Tow CC’14
Brian L. Trippe CC’16
Tommaso A. Verderame CC’15
Andrea S. Viejo CC’15
Christopher Z. Wen CC’17
Andrew D. West CC’13
Andrew W. Wood CC’14
Carol Yin CC’17
Kim Yuz CC’13
Kevin Zhang CC’14
Mitchell C. Zhang CC’17
Kaijie Zhu CC’17
Emanuel N. Zornberg CC’16
2018–22
Cooper F. Abbott CC’20
Neil Agarwal CC’20
Bianca D. Amoabeng CC’22
Anthony S. Argenziano CC’20
Tejas P. Arya CC’19
Jordan M. Barry CC’21
Iyobosa O. Bello-Asemota CC’19
Chris Boretti CC’20, SIPA’21
Houston Brown Jr. CC’19
Grant W. Carmain CC’20
William Chiu CC’20, SEAS’21
David Cho CC’20, SEAS’22
Jordan R. Cline CC’19
Stephen Cone CC’20
Mingkai Deng CC’19
Francisco Fernandez De Ybarra CC’18
Patricia R. Grandal Malaver CC’20
Emily A. Gruber CC’19
Dunia A. Habboosh CC’21
Gillian Ho CC’20
Maya Ho CC’18
Irene Kao CC’18
Emma Katerman CC’21
Hana K. Katerman CC’19, LAW’22
Nicholas M. Kensing CC’18
Kanishka K. Kewlani CC’18, LAW’23
Kara M. Kuperberg CC’18, SIPA’19
Charlotte F. Kwong CC’20
Sabrina A. Lautin CC’20
Alyssa K. Lee CC’18
Chase A. Levitt CC’18
Aidun Liu CC’19
Meaghan Mahoney CC’19
Elf Memet CC’19
Alexander D. Meshel CC’18
Abram D. Moats CC’20
Robin H. Nguy CC’19
Neel Puri CC’20
Amy Qian CC’20
Hanya M. Qureshi CC’19
Alexander C. Rabinowitz CC’19
Samuel Ravani CC’18
James G. Ritchie CC’20
Emily L. Rosin CC’18
Nathan D. Rosin CC’18
James P. Ryan CC’21
Sara R. Sakowitz CC’18, PH’21
Jerry Shi CC’20, GSAS’22
Sidarth Singh CC’18
Abhinav Suresh CC’20
Isabel O. Taylor CC’19
Simon Wan CC’19
Ying Wang CC’20
Eric B. Xu CC’18
Michelle Yan CC’20
Sandra Yin CC’18
Alexander C. Yu CC’21
Alex C. Zhang CC’20
Jason Z. Zhang CC’19
Jerry Zhuang CC’22

PARENTS OF ALUMNI
Stephen M. McGrath P: CC’80
Marian Malcolm BC’50, W: CC’50, PS’54,
P: CC’82
Vicky Y. Tong CC’15, GM’16
Olivia Rose M. Tow CC’14
Brian L. Trippe CC’16
Tommaso A. Verderame CC’15
Andrea S. Viejo CC’15
Christopher Z. Wen CC’17
Andrew D. West CC’13
Andrew W. Wood CC’14
Carl Yin CC’17
Ken Yu CC’13
Kevin Zhang CC’14
Mitchell C. Zhang CC’17
Kaijie Zhu CC’17
Emanuel N. Zornberg CC’16

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
| Yongchun Lang | CC'23 |
| Jian Li | CC'23* |
| David L. Lincoln | CC'23 |
| Claudia E. Llaruado | CC'23, SEAS'25 |
| Raymund J. Llaruado | CC'23, SEAS'25 |
| Ellen V. Masseur | CC'23 |
| Margaret A. McKenna | CC'23 |
| Lisa M. Mendelson | CC'18, CC'20, CC'23* |
| Samantha J. Merton | BUS'95, GSAS'00, P: CC'23* |
| Nicolas Meyer | CC'23 |
| Vaughan Meyer | CC'23 |
| Syed Ali R. Naqvi | CC'21, CC'23* |
| Anthony O’Carroll | CC'21, CC'23* |
| Gille Ann Rabbin | CC'20, CC'23 |
| James Ramenda | CC'23 |
| Tamara J. Ramenda | CC'23 |
| Adam J. Savitz | CC'23 |
| Lisa Beth F. Savitz | CC'23 |
| Andrew A. Smith | CC'23 |
| Amna Tirmizi Naqvi | CC'21, CC'23* |
| Shirley F. Wang | BUS'93, P: CC'23* |
| Walter Wang | CC'22, CC'23* |
| Christina C. Wee | CC'23 |
| Lawrence G. Wee | CC'23 |
| Jenny C. Wei | CC'23 |
| Liren Wei | CC'23 |
| John Wellemeyer | CC'23 |
| Louise Wellemeyer | CC'23 |
| Ping Wu | CC’23 |
| Ming Yang | CC’23 |
| Zhifeng Yang | CC’23* |
| John J. Ying | CC’23* |
| Lisa G. Ying | CC’23* |
| Michael Yiu | CC’23* |
| Hosun Yoon | CC’23, SEAS’21* |
| Haijin Yu | CC’23 |
| Jing Zhao | CC’18, CC’23, SEAS’19, SEAS’22 |
| Scott R. Abrahamson | CC’24 |
| Sharlene P. Amitay | CC’24 |
| Sanjing Bai | CC’24 |
| Dayna Bandman | CC’24 |
| Sheba R. Bellazain-Harris | CC’24 |
| Mimi Bong | CC’16, CC’24 |
| Lynn L. Brindell | CC’24 |
| Alice Chen | CC’21, CC’24 |
| Xiaoqian Chen | CC’24 |
| Mary Dini | CC’24 |
| Yongbo Du | CC’24 |
| Sabine Endrigkeit | CC’24 |
| Laura J. Forte | CC’24 |
| Julie Ge | CC’24* |
| Melissa Gorup | CC’24 |
| Kevin R. Harris | CC’24 |
| Kimberly Hatchett | CC’24* |
| Christi G. Hay | CC’24 |
| Reginald T. Hay | CC’24 |
| Kyoungsook Hong | CC’24 |
| Ying Huang | CC’24 |
| Kenneth S. Kharbanda | CC’24 |
| Grace Leone | CC’19, CC’22, CC’24* |
| Kequan Liu | CC’24* |
| Zhuo Zhi Liu | CC’20, CC’23, CC’24, SPS’26 |
| Qun Lu | CC’24 |
| John Manning | CC’24* |
| Klaus Mergener | CC’24 |
| Mary C. Morales | SW’96, P: CC’24 |
| Edward Y. Paik | SEAS’91, BUS’96, P: CC’24, SEAS’22 |
| Naxin J. Paik | SEAS’91, SEAS’96, P: CC’24, SEAS’22 |
| Laura Reider | CC’24 |
| Jie Ren | CC’24* |
| David I. Robbins | CC’24* |
| Vikram Sahai | CC’24 |
| Mika J. Salti | CC’24 |
| Noelle A. Salti | SPS’92, P: CC’24 |
| Zhengtao Shi | CC’24, SEAS’26* |
| Rashmi Sinha | CC’24 |
| Rosanna J. Sohn | CC’24 |
| Catherine J. Strong | CC’24* |
| Thomas J. Strong | CC’24* |
| Yi Sun | CC’20, CC’23, CC’24, SPS’26 |
| Margaret Sung | CC’24, SEAS’22* |
| Harjeet K. Virdi | CC’24 |
| Mannmeet Virdi | CC’24 |
| Jian Wang | CC’24* |
| Xiaoshen Wang | CC’24 |
| Yanan Wang | CC’21, CC’24 |
| Zhao Wang | CC’24 |
| Meijuan Wu | CC’24 |
| Xuan Xiao | CC’24 |
| Hongwei Wang | CC’24 |
| Junkui Wang | CC’24 |
| Helen H. Yu | CC’17, CC’19, CC’24 |
| Mohammad Zarrinnegar | CC’24 |
| Steve Zhang | CC’24, SEAS’26* |
| Yan Zhang | CC’24 |
| Gang Zhou | CC’24 |
| Albert Baril | CC’25 |
| Holly Baril | CC’25 |
| Brian C. Birtwistle | CC’25 |
| Julie D. Bornstein | CC’25 |
| Peter Brodsky | CC’23, CC’25 |
| Naim Bulbulia | CC’25 |
| Estelle Choe | CC’22, CC’25* |
| Tanvirk Choudhuri | PS’94, PS’00, P: CC’25 |
| Geoffrey Cook | CC’25 |
| Tanya Cook | CC’25 |
| Yu Dang | CC’25* |
| Tao Deng | CC’19, CC’25 |

| Hua Ding | CC’25 |
| Gabriella Espinoso | CC’25 |
| Jie Fang | CC’25 |
| Rachel Fuld | CC’25 |
| Lisa D. Furukawa | CC’25 |
| Bradley J. Goldberg | CC’25* |
| Tamar B. Goldstein | BC’87, P: CC’15, CC’18, CC’25, BC’19, BUS’20* |
| Boris Groyseberg | CC’25 |
| Liljy Groyseberg | CC’25 |
| Ali Gulcelik | CC’25, SEAS’23 |
| Selin Gulcelik | CC’25, SEAS’23 |
| Wengang Guo | CC’19, CC’25 |
| Hongtao H. Hou | CC’25 |
| Shu-Chen Huang | CC’23, CC’25* |
| Sundari Josyula | CC’25 |
| Michael G. Kaiser | CC’20, CC’25* |
| Kobi Karp | CC’25 |
| Nancy Karp | CC’25 |
| Ellen D. Katz | CC’25 |
| Stanley S. Ko | BUS’99, P: CC’23, CC’25* |
| Klaus E. Koch | CC’25 |
| Daniel H. Lee | CC’25 |
| Jae Myoung Lee | CC’25 |
| Xia Lin | CC’25 |
| Xiaotian Liu | CC’25 |
| Daniel Lozano | CC’25 |
| Beatriz Maldonado | CC’25 |
| Pankaj S. Manglik | CC’25 |
| Teodoro Moscoso | CC’25 |
| Lidong Ni | CC’25 |
| Kimberly C. O’Connor | CC’25 |
| Paul M. O’Connor III | CC’25 |
| John E. O’Toole Jr. | CC’25 |
| Kirtna Pai | CC’22, CC’25, SEAS’22 |
| Jenny Park | CC’25* |
| Amelia E. Prounis-Raftopoulos | SPS’87, CC’22, CC’25 |

* Indicates Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
Hong Bo Qi P: CC’25  
Hua Qiao P: CC’25*  
LeRoy Elazar Rabbani PS’84, P: CC’25  
Louise R. Radin P: CC’25  
Haralambos Raftopoulos P: CC’22, CC’25  
Shyanne Roeloffs P: CC’25*  
Jaye T. Rogovin P: CC’23, CC’25*  
Linda V. Saladini P: CC’25  
Amy Seibert P: CC’25*  
Anna M. Sekaran W: CC’82, P: CC’23, CC’25  
Vivien Shen P: CC’25*  
Celine P. Shimizu P: CC’25  
Dan Shimizu P: CC’25  
Jill A. Shinderman P: CC’25*  
Regine E. Stone P: CC’25  
Claude Szyfer P: CC’25  
Joel G. Talish P: CC’25  
Gina L. Tribolet P: CC’25  
Matthew E. Tropp P: CC’21, CC’25  
Kristin L. Walter P: CC’25  
Kuei-Shyan Wang P: CC’25*  
Sophie X. Wang P: CC’25  
Ming Weng P: CC’25*  
Iwan Wirth P: CC’23, CC’25  
Manuela Wirth P: CC’23, CC’25  
Faeze Woodville P: CC’25  
Richard W. Woodville P: CC’25  
George Wu P: CC’25  
Jianqi Xiao P: CC’25  
Jing Yang P: CC’25  
Amy H. Yu TC’07, TC’12, P: CC’21, CC’23, CC’25*  
Haitao Zhai SIPA’00, P: CC’25*  
Angel Zheng P: CC’25  
Zenggen Zhou P: CC’25  
Aqin Zhu P: CC’25  
Michael Baron P: CC’26  
David Bezhuashvili P: CC’24, CC’26  
Gary A. Brooks P: CC’24, CC’26*  
Shari R. Brooks P: CC’24, CC’26*  
Edward Chen P: CC’22, CC’26  
Myra Chen P: CC’22, CC’26  
Timothy W. Crawford GSAS’96, GSAS’01, P: CC’26  
Grace Dignan P: CC’26*  
Andrea Everett P: CC’26  
Stephanie B. Freilich P: CC’22, CC’26  
Michael Fu P: CC’23, CC’26*  
Wen-Lian C. Hu P: CC’26  
QinYuan Jiang P: CC’21, CC’26  
Wei-Dong Jin BUS’98, P: CC’26  
Farha Khan P: CC’19, CC’26  
Borah Kim P: CC’25, CC’26*  
Lina Kodmani BC’94, P: CC’23, CC’26*  
Nina E. Kottler P: CC’26  
Stanislav D. Maydan SEAS’93, P: CC’26, SEAS’25  
Jamie Monovoukas P: CC’22, CC’26  
Yiannis A. Monovoukas SEAS’84, P: CC’22, CC’26  
Iliyas Munshi P: CC’19, CC’26  
Xin Peng P: CC’24, CC’26  
Robin K. Reingold P: CC’26  
James A. Rothman P: CC’26  
Nadir Shaikh P: CC’23, CC’26  
Sobia A. Shaikh P: CC’23, CC’26  
Wei Shang P: CC’24, CC’26  
Cathryn E. Sodl P: CC’26  
Tea Tcheishvili P: CC’24, CC’26  
Thomas L. Tuttle P: CC’26*  
Deborah W. Wohlstadter P: CC’25, CC’26*  
Jacob N. Wohlstadter P: CC’25, CC’26*  
Ting Yan P: CC’21, CC’26  
Shirley Ying P: CC’23, CC’26*  
Carrie A. Zlotnick-Woldenberg P: CC’26  
Anonymous* (4)  
Anonymous (5)  

**ALUMNI OF OTHER SCHOOLS**

Bettye G. Barcan BC’65  
Teodolinda L. Barolini GSAS’73, GSAS’75, GSAS’78, P: GS’17  
Leila Bassi BC’00, BC’94, BUS’00*  
Luca Bassi BUS’00*  
Roger R. Baumann SIPA’84, SIPA’85  
Linda W. Bethill SW’74  
Devon F. Briger BUS’99*  
Setareh Britton SEAS’05  
Andrew C. Byington SEAS’00  
Richard C. Case BUS’02  
Augie W. Cheh SEAS’89, BUS’91  
Toni Coffee BC’56, W: CC’55, BUS’56  
Wanda Cole-Frieman BC’94  
Elizabeth A. Cooper LAW’01*  
Sarah D. Corathers BC’96  
Laura Crico-Lizza BC’13  
Kevin E. Dailey GS’95  
Norma Damashek BC’60  
Elizabeth A. Davis BC’89*  
Lisa P. Davis BC’76  
Susan de Tray BC’96  
J. Richard deBart Jr. GS’77  
Leslie Dolin BC’68, GSAS’70  
Maurice Eisenstadt GSAS’58*  
Richard K. Elbaum LAW’93*  
Craig K. Elkind BUS’91  
Calvin Eng GSAS’71*  
Michael T. Englander GSAS’07, GSAS’08, GSAS’11  
Susanna Felleman LAW’96*  
Donna Fergang BUS’86*  
Patricia Fisher LS’86  
Barbara L. Friedman BC’64*  
Mark Gallogly BUS’86  
Stephen T. Gola BUS’01  
Ellen C. Goldschmidt BC’68  
Maya D. Goldschmidt LAW’71, P: SW’95, LAW’99, SIPA’04*  
Sebastian Grimm LAW’04  
Jelena Guadagnini BUS’00  
Maritza Guzman SIPA’90  
Martha A. Harriss LAW’79  
Cuihua He PH’00  
Cherie M. Henderson FPS’14, JRN’21  
Howard I. Hoffen SEAS’85  
Julie H. Hong BUS’95  
Jun Hou SEAS’00, BUS’06  
Marcia T. Ishizuka GSAPP’86  
Lydia M. Jones LAW’71  
Jhong H. Jung SEAS’03, SEAS’08  
Jason Jurgens LAW’99  
Barbara Kapelman BC’70  
Matthew E. Kaplan LAW’96  
Jessica H. Kaslick SW’69  
Sireesha Katragadda BUS’05  
Regina D. Kessler BC’76  
Laura E. Klimek BC’80, TC’82  
Susan C. Knapp SIPA’83  
Mei-Yee Ku BUS’06  
Peter L. Kung SEAS’99  
Kai N. Ku SEAS’96  
Irvin A. Laidlaw BUS’65*  
Jacinta W. Lam SEAS’97*  
Bin H. Laurence BUS’99  
Erik J. Laurence BUS’99  
Hughes X. Le Bras BUS’17  
Jane D. Lebow GS’67  
Joseph K. Lee BUS’03  
Mitchell D. Lee BUS’04  
Sung Lee BUS’94*  
Brenda Lehman BC’63